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Neighborhoods 2020 
Steering Committee
1. Vice Chair, Council Member Cunningham
2. Vice Chair, Budget Director Micah Intermill
3. Council Vice President Andrea Jenkins
4. Council Member Andrew Johnson
5. City Coordinator Mark Ruff
6. Mayor's Office, Heidi Richie
7. City Attorney's Office, Brad Cousins
8. Director of Community Based Research at CURA, 

C. Terrence Anderson
9. NCR Director David Rubedor
10. NCR Policy Specialist Steven Gallagher
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Requested Council Action

1. Authorizing the Neighborhoods 2020 program 
guidelines and funding formula, with the following 
adjustments:
• Extend current Community Participation Program contracts, 

with the prorated amount of funding, until July 1, 2021.
• Provisional recognition of neighborhood organizations in the 

Neighborhoods 2020 program for a year, or until their 
application has been approved.

• Adding clarifying language on benefits on recognition status 
of neighborhood organizations by the City of Minneapolis.
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Requested Council Action

2. Authorizing the continuation of the Neighborhoods 2020 
Steering Committee to review programmatic and 
legislative adjustments to the 
Neighborhood Revitalization Program (NRP) for the 
purposes of achieving our equity goals and creating 
greater flexibility for neighborhood expenditures and 
reporting back to the Public Health and 
Safety Committee by July 1, 2021.
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Council Review Process

• Public Health and Safety Committee – Nov. 5
• Review and approval of program guidelines and funding 

formula

• Budget Committee – Nov. 12
• Program funding amount
• Base funding amount
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Components of Previous Staff 
Direction
Collaborate with a consultant, to complete the resident-led process of furthering the 
Neighborhoods 2020 framework.

1. Development of overall program goals and outcomes.

2. Defining a racial equity analysis of neighborhood association operations and 
activities.

3. Identifying a budget-neutral structure of NCR for the City to best support 
neighborhood associations. Staying withing the $4.1M currently allocated to 
neighborhood organizations.

4. Establishing a City steering committee: NCR director, NCR lead staff, PECE 
committee chair, 2 CMs, representative from the Mayor’s Office, 
CFO, City Coordinator and consultant.
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Neighborhoods 2020

The recommendation for the 
City’s future programming and 
funding of neighborhood 
organizations and community-
based organizations in 
Minneapolis.
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Equity Focus

“Minneapolis will have an equitable civic participation 
system that enfranchises everyone, recognizes the core and 
vital service neighborhood organizations provide to the City 

of Minneapolis, and builds people’s long-term capacity to 
organize and improve their lives and neighborhoods.” 

- Minneapolis 2040 Plan 



Timeline
• Engagement methods since 2016

• Art of Hosting
• Surveys
• Work groups
• 100s of community meetings
• CURA engagement meetings
• City Council approves framework and issues staff directive

• Community Connections Conference (Feb. 2, 2020)
• Over 200 attended

• Public comment: Feb. 28-Sept. 31, 2020
• Extended multiple times due to COVID-19 and civil unrest after the 

death of George Floyd
• Community meetings

• April 2020: Large citywide meeting
• NCR held bi-weekly citywide neighborhood meetings (March-present)
• City Council ward meetings
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Neighborhood Organizations
Neighborhood organizations are uniquely positioned to identify local needs and that a 
robust neighborhood system greatly benefits the residents of Minneapolis. For 30 
years, 70 Minneapolis neighborhood organizations have:
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Connected neighbors Promoted a 
neighborhood identity

Hosted activities like 
voter registration, 

community gardens, 
youth programs

Organized around issues 
like housing, livability, 

safety and the 
environment

Empowered residents 
through civic 
engagement

Connected government 
and residents



Activity and Funding

Total neighborhood funding since 
1992: $302,557,668

• NRP Funds: $226,072,907
• Program Income: $33,225,616
• Community Participation Program: $34,701,463
• Citizen Participation Program: $8,557,682

Volunteers since 2016
• Volunteer hours: 439,535
• Value: $12,341,236
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Examples of Neighborhood Work 
Done in 2020
1. COVID-19 neighborhood response

• Almost $50,000 directed to a central response fund
• Creation of mutual aid networks
• Food, mask and hand sanitizer distribution
• Hosted online tutoring

2. Civil unrest after the death of George Floyd
• Neighborhood patrols
• Race and equity discussions
• Mutual Aid

3. Food insecurity
• Created food distribution sites
• Garnered volunteers

4. Homelessness
• Hosted discussions
• Advocated for issues
• Acquired volunteers and donations
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Neighborhood Board Diversity
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2014-18 Diversity Survey results:
1. Individuals serving on neighborhood organization boards closely match their 

neighborhoods’ demographics in age, income and gender.
2. Board members’ educational background and disability status almost matches 

neighborhood demographics but is still lacking diversity.
3. Renters and people of color remain significantly under-represented.



Neighborhoods CPP
$4,282,123
47%

Neighborhoods NRP
$4,452,616
49%

Immigration and 
Legal Support
$75,000
1%

Senior Services
$80,000
1%

One Minneapolis 
Fund
$132,458
1%

Miscellaneous
$91,031
1%

2019 Funding through NCR
• Combined NRP and CPP funds for neighborhood 

organizations: $8,734,739

Funding Allocations
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Racial Equity Analysis 
Representation

• Nearly universally, renters are very under-represented on 
neighborhood association boards

• Nearly universally, BIPOC residents are very under-
represented on neighborhood association boards

• NRP motivated a change of neighborhood association boards 
(Goetz and Sidney 1994)



Representation Continued

• To ratify action plans, on average, less than 2% of neighborhood residents 
attended those meetings, with lows of 0.4% and highs of 3.3% (Fagotto and 
Fung 2005)

• First and foremost, NRP was conceived, if not explicitly, then implicitly as a 
program for homeowners (Fagotto and Fung 2005)

• Middle-income, mainly white, homeowners dominated the process 
(Fainstein, Hirst, Tennebaum 1995)

• In some neighborhoods, the NRP plans might be sardonically described as an 
outright attack on renters (Martin and Pentel 2002)



Racial Equity Analysis Key 
Takeaways

• Historical allocations were not based on a racial equity premises, but did try 
to address other city characteristic imbalances

• The primary benefactor of neighborhood association work is white 
homeowners

• Some neighborhoods still have large NRP dollar balances and have not 
programmed a way to spend them ($35 million unspent)

• Many neighborhoods do not have the staff capacity to do significant work
• Institutional racist outcomes of neighborhood association work is largely 

driven by NRP allocations and program



Simplifying Process and Increasing 
Access

1. Minimum bylaw standards
2. Financial and legal accountability
3. Diversity action plan
4. Board term limits
5. Pooling resources
6. Meetings and elections
7. Neighborhood Day
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Funding Program Overview
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Equitable Engagement 
Fund

Neighborhood organizations 
meaningfully and effectively 
engage historically under-
represented residents on 
policies, programs and 
decision-making at the local 
geographic level, with a focus 
on furthering equity. 

Citywide Neighborhood 
Network Fund

Continuation of the citywide 
network of independent, 
nonprofit neighborhood 
organizations supporting every 
resident’s ability to engage in 
grass-roots activities, work on 
neighborhood-identified 
priorities and partner with the 
City. 

Partnership Engagement 
Fund

Community-based organizations 
and neighborhood organizations 
partner to meaningfully and 
effectively engage historically 
under-represented residents on 
policies, programs, projects and 
decision-making with a focus on 
furthering equity.

Collaboration and Shared 
Resources Fund

Neighborhood organizations are 
provided sufficient resources to 
support their voluntary 
consolidation efforts or the 
sharing of resources.



Citywide Neighborhood Network 
Fund
1. Continuation of the citywide network of 

independent, nonprofit neighborhood 
organizations supporting every resident’s ability 
to engage in grass-roots activities, work on 
neighborhood-identified priorities and partner 
with the City

2. All residents feel they are informed, connected to 
their community, and empowered to guide and 
influence decisions that affect their community 
and their lives
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Equitable Engagement Fund

1. Neighborhood organizations are engaging 
historically under-represented residents 
meaningfully and effectively on policies and 
programs that impact them and in decision-
making at the local, geographic level, with a focus 
on furthering equity

2. Under-represented or under-engaged residents 
are informed, connected to their community and 
feel represented and heard
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Equitable Engagement Fund 
Formula
1. Areas of concentrated poverty (50% of allocation)

• The Metropolitan Council defines areas of concentrated poverty 
(ACPs) as a census tract where 40% or more of the residents have 
family or individual incomes that are less than 185% of federal 
poverty level.

2. Cost-burdened households (30% of allocation)
• Cost-burdened comes from the census tract-level American 

Community Survey 5-year average data and is described as 
households paying more than 30% of income on housing.

3. Gentrification (20% of allocation)
• CURA measurement of change in census tract over time, specifically 

comparing income, race, ownership status, rent cost and education 
level.
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Funding Comparison
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Partnership Engagement Fund

1. Community-based organizations and recognized 
neighborhood organizations partner to engage 
historically under-represented residents 
meaningfully and effectively on policies, 
programs or projects that impact them and in 
decision-making with a focus on furthering equity

2. Under-represented or under-engaged residents 
are informed, connected to their community and 
feel represented and heard
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Collaboration and Shared 
Resources
1. Neighborhood organizations are provided 

sufficient resources to support their voluntary 
consolidation efforts or the sharing of resources

2. Neighborhood organizations lead their own 
collaborative efforts to combine and share 
resources while ensuring their organizations are 
meeting the needs of the residents
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Transition Period
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Transition Period Going Forward
Funding Program 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Community Participation 
Program Extension (Jan. – June) $2,050,000 $0 $0 $0 $0

Citywide Neighborhood 
(July – Dec.*) $840,000* $1,260,000 $840,000 $840,000 $840,000

Neighborhood Base Amount $10,000* $15,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000

Equitable Engagement Fund 
(Jan. – June) $933,754* $1,990,000 $2,160,000 $2,160,000 $2,160,000

Partnership Engagement Fund 
(July – Dec.) $245,246* $750,000 $1,000,000 $1,100,000 $1,100,000

Collaboration & Shared 
Resources Fund (July – Dec.) $31,000* $100,000 $100,000 $0 $0

Budget Total $4,100,000 $4,100,000 $4,100,000 $4,100,000 $4,100,000

*The 2021 base amount is $20,000 being prorated during July through December.



Comment Review Committee

• Jonathan Williams-Kinsel, program manager, Office of 
Performance & Innovation

• Gina Allen, program manager, Office of Performance & 
Innovation

• Nicholas Campbell, program manager, Division of Race & 
Equity

• Taylor Crouch-Dodson, planner analyst, Office of Performance 
& Innovation

• Julianne Leerssen, Promise Zone director, City Coordinator’s 
Office

• Nicholas Ngo, ADA-language access coordinator, 
Neighborhood and Community Relations

• Michelle Rivero, director, Office of Immigrant and Refugee 
Affairs (OIRA)
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Comment Themes and 
Conclusions
1. Overall positive sentiment regarding the equity goals

2. Request to increase the base funding from $4.1 million to $7 million.
• Commenters focused on the baseline funding given to neighborhood associations and 

their impact on core activities

3. Some articulated concerns that guidelines do not outline how the City or 
NCR would support neighborhood associations’ implementation of the 
guidelines

4. Reviewers recommend including language in the program guidelines that 
explains the incentive to be recognized as a neighborhood association by the 
City

5. Public comments expressed the desire for additional assistance and technical 
support for neighborhood associations to implement the equity goals
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Requested Council Action

1. Authorizing the Neighborhoods 2020 program guidelines 
and funding formula, with the following adjustments:
• Extend current Community Participation Program contracts, with 

the prorated amount of funding, until July 1, 2021 allowing for time 
to complete the Neighborhoods 2020 program applications 
(proposed adjustment funding schedule in attachment).

• Provisional recognition of neighborhood organizations in the 
Neighborhoods 2020 program for a year, or until their application 
has been approved.

• Adding clarifying language on benefits on recognition status of 
neighborhood organizations by the City of Minneapolis.
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Requested Council Action

2. Authorizing the continuation of the Neighborhoods 2020 
Steering Committee to review programmatic and 
legislative adjustments to the 
Neighborhood Revitalization Program (NRP) for the 
purposes of achieving our equity goals and creating 
greater flexibility for neighborhood expenditures and 
reporting back to the Public Health and 
Safety Committee by July 1, 2021.
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Gracias Danke
ຂອບໃຈ Pidamayaye do

Galatoomi Miigwetch sabaidee

Merci Thank youشكرا
cảm ơn bạn አመሰግናለሁUa tsaug

Mahadsanid Pidamayaye ye
श़् � ञ्रव्रव़् Спасибo

謝謝
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Thank you in the most widely-spoken languages, refugee languages and native languages of Minnesota.
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